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Abstract
The overall purpose of this paper is to provide an introductory survey in the area of Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM)
particularly its utilization in autonomous vehicle or more specifically in self-driving cars, especially after the release of commercial semiautonomous car like the Tesla vehicles as well as the Google Waymo vehicle. Before we begin diving into the concept of SLAM, we
need to understand the importance of SLAM and problems that expand to the various methods developed by numerous researchers to
solve it. Thus, in this paper we will start by giving the general concept behind SLAM, followed by sharing details of its different categories and the various methods that form the SLAM function in today’s autonomous vehicles; which can solve the SLAM problem. These
methods are the current trends that are widely focused in the research community in producing solutions to the SLAM problem; not only
in autonomous vehicle but in the robotics field as well. Next, we will compare each of these methods in terms of its pros and cons before
concluding the paper by looking at future SLAM challenges.
Keywords: Bayes’ theorem; Extended Kalman Filter; FastSLAM; Graph SLAM.

1. Introduction
Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) is an important
area that transcends various fields, particularly in the field on intelligent systems and robotics. The concept of localization deals
with the question of where the object is located, while the concept
of mapping is to visualize the environment surrounding the object.
It is clearly an interesting concept to study because if we can develop and produce SLAM perfectly, the idea of a fully autonomous vehicle be it on the land (self-driving cars), underwater and
air, can be accomplished.
However, due to its complexities, there are problems to implement
SLAM. In the robotics community, they would refer these complexities as the SLAM problem. The problems have been around
for more than 25 years particularly in finding ways or methods to
solve it [1][2]. The question is whether an object can be located in
an unknown environment, and while the object is situated in that
environment, does it have the capability to map its surroundings as
well as simultaneously determine its location within that environment. It is this question that many researchers have tried to solve
[3]. As a result, there are various methods implemented within
SLAM to answer this question.
Although over the years, various methods have been developed to
answer the SLAM problem, not all are applicable to self-driving
cars. Unlike mobile robots in which majority of the developed
SLAM methods were tested on, self-driving cars have bigger parameters to consider, particularly if we want to make it capable of
driving autonomously in an urban environment. For example, the
area of the environment is larger thus making some of the methods
in SLAM not accurate enough, particularly in providing the localization and mapping aspect of the vehicle. Issues such as loopclosure and data association are some of the problematic parameters that arise in more dynamic surroundings, which we can find in
an urban environment [1].

There are various methods that have been taken into consideration
in solving these issues related to self-driving cars. Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) was thought to be able to help deal
with the localization aspects [2][9]. Unfortunately, it was deemed
problematic due to its signal degradation with respect to the vehicle’s location and distance. Another method that has been tested
was the Advanced Driver Assistance System (ADAS) that should
have helped in the localization of the vehicle. However, not all
road information such as lane markings and road edges are available on every road, which make this method ineffective
[6][21][22].
Thus, the question is whether the SLAM problem applies for selfdriving cars. It should be, although the SLAM problem will require more robust SLAM methods in dealing with the complex
and dynamic settings of the urban environment. The SLAM methods for self-driving cars should be able to reduce the uncertainties
in finding the localization of the car as well as performing the
mapping capabilities as the environment expand.
To answer the problem above, this paper has looked into various
researches that utilized numerous methods within SLAM that can
solve these problems for self-driving cars. In this paper, we will
discuss these methods in greater detail.
In section 2, we will go through the general concept underlying
SLAM, such as what constitute the idea of SLAM particularly
localization, in the form of Bayes’ theorem. We find that this theorem is the main idea behind the majority if not all of the SLAM
methods. We will also look into the different categories of SLAM
such as filter-based SLAM as well as optimization-based SLAM.
In section 3 we will go into detail of the SLAM methods that have
been used to find the solution for the SLAM problem in the research community today. Methods such as Extended Kalman Filter (EKF), FastSLAM and Graph SLAM will be discussed here.
In section 4, we will compare these methods in terms of its pros
and cons. We should look into these points in detail to see how it
affects the SLAM function for the self-driving cars.
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Finally, in section 5, we will conclude this paper by looking back
into all of these methods and discuss whether these methods have
somehow managed to formulate the solutions to the SLAM problem in self-driving cars. To top it off we will also discuss the future SLAM challenges that could be faced by self-driving cars.

Thus, with online SLAM, we can use Bayes’ theorem to estimate
the current position of the vehicle based on the previous sensor
and input control measurements, while in the full SLAM we can
use Bayes’ theorem to estimate the entire trajectory of the vehicle.
Fig. 2 shows the relationship of Bayes’ theorem with full and
online SLAM.

2. SLAM
2.1. Bayes’ Theorem
In the SLAM area, there is one theorem or rule that has contribute
to the formulation of various important methods in SLAM and
that is the Bayes’ theorem [10]. These methods are also widely
used SLAM methods in autonomous vehicle as we can see later
when we go into the details. The Bayes’ theorem also gives forth
the idea of probabilistic SLAM since through Bayes’ theorem
important ideas such as Bayes’ filter was introduced [3].
In the case of the autonomous vehicle, as the vehicle move from
one position to the next, it will continuously take sensor measurements and these sensor measurements can be from a camera (vision-based), laser (LiDAR also known as Light Detection and
Ranging) or radar. These measurements can be used in the Bayes’
theorem to estimate the probability of the next position of the
vehicle with respect to the map. Apart from the sensor measurements, the Bayes’ theorem also takes the input from the control
inputs such as the wheel encoders.
Fig. 1 gives an example of the LiDAR sensor measurements that
can be utilized in the Bayes’ theorem as well as any other SLAM
methods. The LiDAR sensor measurements were taken using the
Velodyne VLP-16 within the compounds of the UiTM campus
vicinity.

Fig. 2: Graphical representation of Bayes’ theorem in SLAM

Under the current self-driving car climate which requires various
integration of hardware and software to control them, it is always
better to use a system that is not computational heavy since this
may produce a number of unwanted problems [1]. These unwanted problems will be discussed further in section 4 when we talked
about the pros and cons of the SLAM methods.
In the following part, we will look into the different categories of
SLAM and the methods that are based on the Bayes’ theorem
which have been applied to solve the SLAM problem.

2.2. SLAM Categories
Under the SLAM area there are two categories for the estimation
technique [2]. The first is the filter-based and the second is the
optimization-based. These are some of the widely used choices
that can be made when we plan to solve the SLAM problem.
Fig. 3 shows the different SLAM categories and example methods
that can be associated to it.

SLAM Categories

Fig. 1: Example LiDAR sensor measurements

To look at it mathematically, let’s declare the variables x k, k, m, zk
and uk. The variable xk is the vehicle pose estimation, k is the time,
m is the map of the environment, zk is the measurements from the
sensor readings and uk is the control inputs from the vehicle. With
these variables, the Bayes’ rule or theorem can be expressed
mathematically as:
p(xk, m) = p(xk, m | z0:k, u0:k)

(1)

It is important to take note that on every turn in estimating the
probability of the next pose estimation in Bayes’ theorem, previous measurements and control inputs need to be taken into consideration. As we can see in (1), z0:k sensor measurements and u0:k
input controls were taken from time 0 all the way to time k. This is
from the concept of online SLAM that takes estimation measurements in an incremental fashion because it can reduce the computation complexities as the map gets bigger which directly can increase the number of variables [8].
This approach is the total opposite of full SLAM that takes not
only the whole sensor measurements and input controls, but as
well as the whole vehicle pose estimations, x0:k in its estimation
[9][24]. The Bayes’ theorem for full SLAM is the same as the
online SLAM with the only difference being replacing xk with x0:k.

Optimization-Based

Filter-Based
-

Extended Kalman
Filter (EKF)
FastSLAM

-

Graph SLAM

Fig. 3: Different categories for SLAM methods

In the filter-based category, the underlying principle is formed
from the Bayes’ theorem. It utilizes the Bayesian filter and it functions in a two-step process iteratively [9][10]. The first step is to
utilize an evolution model and the control inputs u k, to make the
estimation of the vehicle’s pose as well as the map states [10]. The
second step is to use the current sensor data measurements zk and
compare it against the map. By carrying out the second step, the
filter-based estimation technique can assist in rectifying the wrong
prediction, if there is any, that has been acquired from the previous step [10]. These steps will repeat with each new measurement
updates. These two steps can be considered as check and balance
between an estimation calculation and determine the vehicle’s
pose position acquired from the sensor data measurements from
the map in real time. Example of SLAM methods that utilize the
filter-based approach are EKF and FastSLAM.
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Similar to the filter-based category, the optimization-based category also has two parts. The first part is to detect the constraints of
the problem, in this case the vehicle’s current pose, from the sensor data measurements zk. This can be achieved by finding the
connection between the new sensor data measurements and the
map [2]. In the second part, we will use the constraints obtained
earlier to compute and refine the vehicle’s pose as well as previous poses in the map so that we can achieve the unified whole of
the estimation of the vehicle’s poses with respect to the map. Example of SLAM method that utilizes the optimization-based approach is the Graph SLAM.
These are the two categories in the estimation technique in SLAM.
In the next part, we will look at the methods from these categories
that have been utilized in solving the SLAM problem in autonomous vehicles as well as in the robotics field.

3. SLAM Methods

The Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) is one of the most widely used
filter-based category SLAM method that was utilized to solve the
SLAM problem [1][11][13]. The reason why EKF is hugely popular among all the SLAM methods is due to its ability to linearize
the non-linear models that are usually faced by autonomous vehicle in the real world.
The underlying concept for the EKF is best described in the survey [3] conducted by Durrant-Whyte and Bailey that described the
EKF as the joint posterior distribution taken from the motion and
observation model update. To go into more detail, there are two
important mathematical formula in EKF. One that describe the
motion of the car or better known as the motion model that takes
the form of:
(2)

Where f(xk-1, uk) describes the vehicle’s kinematics and wk is the
additive, zero mean uncorrelated Gaussian noise [11]. By calculating (2), we can estimate the state transition of the car, i.e. the vehicle’s location with respect to the control inputs. The other mathematical formula describes the observation model of the vehicle
that takes the form of:
p(zk| xk, m), zk = h(xk, m) + vk

FastSLAM is a form of particle filter and can be considered as the
second most used filter-based category in SLAM methods utilized
to solve the SLAM problem. Apart from its implementation in
SLAM, particle filters are also synonymous in path finding and
searching methods for various other systems [23][25]. FastSLAM
was considered to be the first to model the non-linear processes
and does not require Gaussian pose distribution in its method
[3][15]. However, the map does have its own set of independent
Gaussians.
The underlying concept for FastSLAM has the combination of
particle filter, specifically Rao-Blackwellized filter that is responsible in calculating the trajectory with the assistance of weighted
samples, and the EKF for landmark estimation [3][5].
In the Rao-Blackwellized filter, a joint distribution at time k - 1 is
represented in the set:
{wk-1(i), xk-1(i), p(m | x0:k-1(i), z0:k-1(i))}iN

3.1. Extended Kalman Filter

p(xk| xk-1, uk), xk = f(xk-1, uk) + wk

3.2. Fast SLAM

(3)

Where h(xk, m) describes the geometry of the observation taken
from the measurement sensors and vk is similar to wk in (2) that is
the additive, zero mean uncorrelated Gaussian noise. By calculating (3), we can observe zk with respect to the location of the vehicle and the landmark location in the map. The use of landmark
within the map is important because it can establish loop closure.
Together, (2) and (3) can be utilized to compute the mean and
covariance of the joint posterior distribution. That itself takes values from the motion and observation-updates.
By calculating the joint posterior distribution, we can establish the
vehicle’s state or location in the map (based on the landmarks) at
time k based on all the sensor measurements z0:k and control inputs u0:k. Thus, by calculating the mean and covariance of the joint
posterior distribution, the EKF can provide the convergence points
with respect to the landmark uncertainty [13].
Therefore, on each motion and measurement-updates, a new joint
posterior distribution can be established which can provide the
calculation to check the localization of the vehicle with respect to
the landmark location within the map. The convergence factor will
function as the re-localization of the vehicle towards the corrected
landmarks, which should help in establishing the correct loop
closure.

(4)

Each set has an independent map Gaussian and probability of
distribution of the vehicle’s state positions and all sensor measurement observations with respect to the landmark in the map. For
each particle in (4), a proposal distribution will be computed with
respect to the particle history and as a result take a sample from it.
This can be achieved through the following equation:
xk(i) ~  (xk | x0:k-1(i), z0:k(i), uk)

(5)

All the samples will be weighted through the importance function
that utilizes the independent Gaussian. The importance function
utilizes the motion model similar to (2) and the observation model
similar to (3) to check the likelihood of the sample with respect to
the measurements.
All these steps will be resampled based on the discretion of the
user. Some might resample every time-step, after a fixed-number
of time-step or after a certain threshold [3]. Finally, the EKF will
be performed on every particle. The purpose of this operation is to
function as a mapping operation with estimated landmarks obtained through the EKF.
Therefore, with FastSLAM method, we can solve the SLAM problem by sampling the particle element and solve the localization
issue with the help of the weighting method that can estimate the
trajectory of the vehicle. The FastSLAM also utilizes the EKF to
assist in solving the mapping issue.

3.3. Graph SLAM
The Graph SLAM is one of the most widely used SLAM methods
from the optimization-based category to solve the SLAM problem.
It is considered as the graphical representation of the Bayes’ theorem and it utilizes the matrix form in order to correlate the relationship between the landmarks in the map and the vehicle’s pose
[26][27]. The use of matrix is thought to ease in building the problem relationship and thus utilized in the optimization framework.
The underlying principle of Graph SLAM is to model the SLAM
problem particularly the localization issue by modeling it in a
matrix that has the information of vehicle states (poses) and landmarks of the map. Once the matrix has been built, we can simply
find the minimum of a cost for the trajectory between the vehicle’s
state and the landmarks. By finding the optimal value, we can
estimate the best trajectory for the vehicle within the map [27].
To find the minimum cost, we utilized the function below:
F(x, m) = i,j ei,j(x, m)T i,j(x, m)

(6)

In the minimum cost function above, x represents the vector of
different vehicle’s states (poses) and m represents the landmarks
locations within the map. ei,j is the error function that calculates
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the difference in distance between the estimated states and landmark locations with the observed landmark locations. i,j is the
associated information which contains the vehicle’s states (poses)
and landmark locations within the map.
Finally, to find the best trajectory for the vehicle within the map,
we find the optimal value for the vehicle’s state, x* and the landmarks, m*. The optimal value is the smallest value from equation
(6) and it can be represented in the equation below:
(x*, m*) = argminx,m F(x, m)

(7)

All three SLAM methods mentioned above have unique characteristics in solving the SLAM problem. The EKF utilizes plenty of
mathematical models with the help of Gaussian noise distribution
to find the convergence value that can assist in re-localization and
mapping, FastSLAM utilizes the concept of sampling and weight
function to make the estimation and finally, Graph SLAM utilizes
minimum value to find the best trajectory for the vehicle within
the map. All three methods, in the end must make sure that the
estimated states and landmark locations must be compared with
the observation in order to make sure the vehicle move in the correct trajectory.
We have dived deep into these three methods of SLAM that attempt to solve the SLAM problem. It is time to look into these
methods and discuss the pros and cons for each of them in the next
section.

4. Discussion
As mentioned in the previous section, we have looked into the
details of the SLAM methods that try to solve the SLAM problem.
However, we need to remind the readers that in most literatures,
these methods were either tested on mobile robots or autonomous
vehicle, but in a smaller scale. Each of these methods have their
own unique characteristics that have been discussed earlier. Although these methods have somewhat proven to be successful in
solving the SLAM problem, we need to be aware that in the case
of self-driving cars, though similar they might be to mobile robotics in the implementation of SLAM, there might still be other
issues that the cars face that mobile robots do not.
In most of the research papers, the testing of these methods is
mostly done on a small scale (particularly in the case of autonomous vehicle), thus it is interesting to see if these methods can be
robust enough when applied to self-driving cars. In this section,
we would like to discuss the pros and cons of each of the methods
and discuss whether it is applicable to be implemented in selfdriving cars.

4.1. Extended Kalman Filter
The first advantage of EKF is its ability to deal with a non-linear
model [4][13]. As mentioned previously, this is extremely important when it comes to self-driving cars because unlike mobile
robots, self-driving cars will need to have the ability to deal with
the dynamic settings of the real world particularly if it wants to
operate in an urban environment. The use of linear models such as
the motion and observation model provide the capability for EKF
to linearize the non-linear model. This is important in making sure
the vehicle is on the right path as it moves along in the map.
Another advantage of EKF is the ability to provide a good reference for loop closure [2][11]. Loop closure provides the ability to
recognize if the vehicle has gone through the same landmark in its
map. Without it, the estimation of the vehicle’s state to landmark
will be incorrect and thus can cause some serious trouble for the
vehicle.
The final advantage of EKF is that it is a very popular method
with large body of work. There are a large number of researches
that have been conducted on EKF both on mobile robots and other
autonomous vehicle [11][13][14]. Due to its popularity per se, the

EKF method has numerous resources for other researchers to learn
and build their research. This can be considered as an advantage
because for a complex method, the availability of various researches can be beneficial in terms of finding the correct information that can indirectly guide the researchers in the right direction.
Many researches have point out that one of the main problems
with EKF is its ineffectiveness when the map becomes larger and
more complex. Even the advantage that we have pointed out
above has started to be problematic for EKF on a larger and more
complex map. One of the main issue is as the map becomes larger
and more complex the EKF becomes slower or computationally
heavy [3]. This is because of its time complexity that is quadratic
in nature as the number of landmarks increases.
The expansion of the map size and complexities also lead to other
unsavory characteristics of the EKF. Issues such as problems with
data association leads to EKF not being able to associate loop
closures properly [3]. Although EKF is known to be able to deal
with non-linear models, it is now a cause of concern when it
comes to larger and more complex maps. The non-linearity of the
environment in these maps can leads to inconsistencies and cause
problems in convergence.

4.2. Fast SLAM
The first advantage of FastSLAM is that it can accommodate any
distribution, thus it does not require a specific distribution like the
Gaussian in the EKF [4][11]. This does not mean it does not utilize the Gaussian distribution at all. As mentioned in the previous
section, part of the FastSLAM that utilizes the Rao-Blackwellized
filter has its own set of independent Gaussian distribution and this
property can increase the speed of the computation [3]. This is
highly important in self-driving cars because it gives the ability to
make faster decision in the non-linear model.
The use of Rao-Blackwellized filter to sample the vehicle’s trajectory has shown that it requires less storage memory due to some
particle that will be eliminated in the update process [3]. This can
result in a cost-effective process when dealing with the operation
of the vehicle.
Since in FastSLAM, each landmark is processed individually
through the EKF, it will give the capability to process more landmarks, plus each data association on a per-particle basis [19]. This
indirectly will produce a better data association accuracy. Thus, it
can reduce the loop closure problem that will be faced by the selfdriving cars.
Like any other form of particle filter, FastSLAM does suffer from
degeneracy due to its process when sampling the proposal distribution that requires the history of the particle. However, with
FastSLAM 2.0, it has been reported that it manages to slow down
the rate of degeneracy [20]. Apart from the issue of degeneracy,
FastSLAM is also at the disadvantage of sample impoverishment
such as particle depletion. However, this issue can also be fixed by
avoiding unnecessary sampling steps by resampling according to
the Effective Sample Size [20].

4.3. Graph SLAM
The first advantage of Graph SLAM lies within the structure of
the matrix that contains the vehicle’s pose as well as the landmarks within the map. With this wealth of information an entire
trajectory can be visualized, thus this can provide a more accurate
and a better consistency in the estimation technique for solving the
SLAM problem [27]. Furthermore, the ability of the Graph SLAM
to calculate the optimal minimum cost function provide the best
possible estimate for the next vehicle’s pose to the landmarks, also
gives the Graph SLAM a high accuracy and consistency in the
estimation technique for solving the SLAM problem. This is important in the case of self-driving cars particularly in dealing with
a highly dynamic environment.
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The other advantage of Graph SLAM is its ability to consume and
process large area of mapping. Again, this is due to its matrix
structure that can easily sparse the graph with vehicle’s pose and
landmark information [27]. This is important especially in selfdriving cars that usually operate in a huge area instead of a small
controlled area.
In terms of disadvantage, the Graph SLAM does have a high computational cost since it takes into account all the vehicle’s pose
and landmarks within the map even for a small environment. With
the ability to process bigger map, this will only increase the already high computational cost. Thus, this will make Graph SLAM
an expensive method to implement. Table 1 provides the summary
for the pros and cons of the SLAM methods that have been discussed earlier.
Table 1: Summary of the Pros and Cons of the SLAM Methods
Method
Pros
Cons
Able to deal with Problematic when
non-linear model.
dealing with large
Can provide good
maps that lead to
loop closure refnumerous issues.
EKF
erence.
Large body of
work.
Can
accommo- Sampling
data
date any distribudegeneracy
istion.
sues.
Improve compu- Particle depletion
tational speed.
during sampling
FastSLAM
Require
less
process.
storage memory.
Better data association accuracy
Can
provide Very high compubetter
accuracy
tational cost.
and consistency
in its estimating
Graph SLAM
technique.
Able to consume
and process large
area of mapping.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a brief survey on the SLAM methods
that can be utilized to find the solution to the SLAM problem. We
looked into the underlying principle behind SLAM; the differences in categories, detail methods as well as the pros and cons.
As we examine each method, we found that the EKF, a popular
approach to solve the SLAM problem, does not seem suitable for
self-driving cars especially in more dynamic and large environment. The FastSLAM seems to be the best method but there were
some issues even though it has been partly rectified; plus, there is
no concrete literature on how effective it is when it comes to selfdriving cars. The Graph SLAM looks promising; however, the
high computational cost will be an issue if it was implemented in
the self-driving cars. Granted, these are some of the so-called traditional methods that were utilized to solve the SLAM problem,
thus it may not fully work for self-driving cars, which require a
more robust method. However, given the current literature in
SLAM, there are variations to these methods that seems to be
more robust. Apart from these variations, there are also new methods that have been researched to solve the SLAM problem. Some
of these methods utilize new techniques such as machine learning
particularly convolution neural network as we can see in [29] and
other techniques like visual SLAM [30]. However, none of these
methods are capable of solving the SLAM problem in a definitive
manner. Therefore, there are still more opportunities in researching solutions to the SLAM problem.
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